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Senators,  

 

I would like to make a suggestion to you on the use and likely misuse of SB 348. 

Your premise is to study the unlawful ownership of firearms. While your history in 

Oregon can be said to create laws that mostly harm, hinder and make otherwise 

hellish the lives of law abiding gun owners, I’d like to suggest a more logical and 

perhaps more effective approach to fight crime.  

 

It’s simple really. Lock up criminals. Actions given real life consequences.  

 

Stop releasing and coddling bad behavior. Make the consequences to stealing, 

looting, murder, threatening and violent behavior not so vogue.  Maybe slow down on 

that so those who hear about how easy street it is stop migrating here to join in on 

the action. Portland’s demise is the most obvious example to point out to an Oregon 

Senator but I’d like to direct your attention elsewhere for perspective. Maybe you can 

pick up on the trend and how we shouldn’t be emulating it. 

 

I know the media you most likely watch vilifies Tucker Carlson but seriously, if you 

listen to him once in awhile he can make perfect  sense and has produced some 

amazing journalism.  And the thing is, like the ole days in news, his info can be 

verified. Crazy. 

 

Anyway, before you take this placeholder 348 to gut and stuff land and fill it with more 

potential gun restrictions you want to befall the law abiding Oregonian, how about 

addressing the criminals. The ones you have allowed to go scot free to repeat their 

crimes. Let’s do that to avoid maintaining all these records in murder and theft 

mounting up under your watch. When someone is allowed to walk into my local 

grocery store and steal under $900 of merchandise (including beer) and not be 

arrested, I’m calling that tragic misjustice. 

 

Please consider watching Part 1 and 2 of the below suggested documentaries on Los 

Angeles and its county prosecutor. They are only 20 minutes or so each and you can 

sign up for a free month in order to see them. I’d  recommend the more recent Jussie 

Smollet story too. It’s a fascinating case of how the media can orchestrate 

misinformation to stir up riots. (remember your support of Antifa’s riots…. kinda like 

that) There are so many interviews I could recommend like the Shark Tank guy, 

there’s  various comediennes, like Brand and Carolla, working guys like  those Mike 

Rowe highlights, sports heroes, and one in particular of a Hollywood celebrity I’d not 



heard of named Mathew Marsden who came from another country and how he 

handled what he found himself dealing with in LA. Another impressive man is the 

Florida Surgeon General Dr Jospeh Lapado… what a truly genuine individual, warts 

and all. 

 

Ultimately, Tucker shows how wide his curiosity is by the range of people he 

interviews. If nothing else it will broaden your perspective of those of us who think 

Oregon and its controlling leaders could do much better. Of course that would 

necessitate bi-partisanship, a lost imperative around here. 

 

Again, I know you probably don’t care for Tucker but the man is insatiably curious 

and he does interviews which are really fascinating of accomplished and even flawed 

individuals.  

 

But I digress. I really was hoping you’d take the time to watch what is going on in LA 

via the tutelage of its prosecutor. We have a similar fellow in Portland who appears to 

revere the man.  

 

No to any more attacks on the 2nd Amendment as they continue to show lack of 

effectiveness in controlling criminal behavior. Stop making up rules that impinge the 

honest gun owners and start addressing the root issues. Like a doctor who gets 

kickback from the diet pill and deflects their treatment to the symptom, try going after 

the root causes and get things cleaned up. It’s been done elsewhere. A little town 

called New York did it once until the method was undermined by people with other 

purpose.  Gun control agendas are compromised without crime. 

 

Sally Klein 

 

Part 1 and Part 2 Documentary on Tucker Carlson Today 

 

Suicide of Los Angeles  
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